MAPS
LOCATION OF PAINKULAM PANCHAYAT
IN THE MAP OF KANYAKUMARI DISTRICT
MAP OF PAINKULAM PANCHAYAT

AREA BY TRAVERSE 954.94 HECTARES
FIELDS: 951.12 HECTARES

ARUDESAM  KUNNATHODOR

EZHUDESAM  KILLIYOR

LAKSHADWEEP SEA  KEETHKULAM

1. VETTHAVANUR, THENGAPATTANAM
2. KANNONI-KARUNGAI ROAD
3. CHANANTHAMANUR
4. SEMBARUTHIKKULAM
5. PAINKULAM VILLAGE OFFICE
6. PAINKULAM PANCHAYAT OFFICE
7. KOTTALUNDOORU TEMPLE
8. PAINKULAM JUNCTION
9. PAINKULAM
10. ANGI
11. BABAKKULAM TANK
12. THENGAPATTANAM JUNCTION
13. THENGAPATTANAM-NAKERSOIL ROAD
14. AVANI CANDAL
15. ARATTU PLACE
16. RESHI
17. KAYAL
18. THODANOVARAN RIVER (KEETHKULAM RIVER).

7-4-1997.
MAP OF PAINKULAM PANCHAYAT
LOCATION OF SCHOOLS

- No. 1. Primary School: Anantamangalam
- No. 2. High School: Anantamangalam
- No. 3. B.G.S. High School: Kottakulam
- No. 4. Middle School: Painkulum
- No. 5. Middle School: Mukkadu
- No. 6. Primary School: Ansi
- No. 7. High School
- No. 8. Primary School: Ansi Weaves Street
- No. 9. Primary School: Menganottanam Beach
- No. 10. Higher Secondary School: Menganottanam
- No. 11. Primary School: Menganottanam
- No. 12. Primary School: Thoothukudi